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                Subscribe and receive a gift!
            

            
                60% OFF fees on your first crypto purchase
            

            
                Join 700,000 subscribers for a weekly newsletter on the biggest crypto news and Atomic updates.
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                Atomic Wallet est temporairement indisponible pour les nouveaux utilisateurs résidant en France. Si vous êtes un utilisateur existant, vos fonds cryptographiques ne sont pas affectés par cela. Nos excuses pour tout inconvénient. 

Si vous avez des questions, n'hésitez pas à nous contacter à [email protected]
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                    Be the first to receive the latest project updates and crypto guides
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                Our IOS app is temporarily unavailable on Apple Store.
            

            
                We are currently investigating the issue. Your funds are safe on the blockchain. Your previously downloaded version is active and should work on your device. You can always restore your funds with a backup phrase and access the wallet on another OS. Please make sure you have your backup phrase saved offline in a safe place.
                You can find 12 words in Settings -> Security -> Private keys & Backup page. Never share them to anyone!
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            Atomic Wallet does not provide any virtual asset services or any financial services, nor does provide any advisory, mediation, brokerage or agent services. Virtual asset services are provided to Atomic Wallet’ customers by third party service providers, which activities and services are beyond Atomic’ control. We urge all Atomic Wallet’ customers to familiarize themselves with the terms and conditions of third-party virtual asset service providers before engagement into a business relationship. 

We also note that Atomic Wallet is not the creator of and does not have any control over any of the virtual currencies that the Atomic Desktop and Mobile Wallet Applications allow Atomic Wallet’ customers to use. Atomic Wallet’ customers balance and actual transaction history are supported by each cryptocurrency blockchain explorer. Atomic Wallet does not collect or store any private keys, backup phrases or passwords. Further, Atomic Wallet does not hold, collect, or transfer any assets from or to its customers wallets in any form.
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